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Bxnder the flag in and out of 3D Flag by keyframing the motion of th wrapp and unwrapp. The speed, wind, and gravity of the pole or wind are keyframed and or tweeked and/or made a slie by Zaxwerks 3D Flag users. Zaxwerks 3D Flag lets you quickly turn any comp, picture, movie
into a 3D Flag. Simply drop a 3D Flag in your comp and everything else is preset to look and move like a 3D Flag. Have fun creating unique 3D animations! Zaxwerks 3D Flag has been getting rave reviews for its ease of use and ability to easily create and animate 3D Fags. The

product has been selling faster than anticipated and is still heavily discounted. Go to http://www.zaxwerks.com/3dflag to check out the full list of features and try it for yourself. “I wanted to try Zaxwerks 3d Flag for a while. It’s awesome. I was worried that in the grand scheme of
things, the 3d flag addon was not going to do much for me. Well, my worries were instantly laid to rest. Zaxwerks 3d Flag got to work immediately. Zaxwerks 3d Flag creates a realistic 3d flag (with many options included), and you can then animate the flag in your project. To my

complete satisfaction, I just had to drop a 3d flag in my project and then animated my project, right from the get-go. Zaxwerks 3d Flag is simply fantastic.” “I have been using Zaxwerks’ 3d Flag to create realistic 3D flag animations for my Zax promotion. A friend of mine asked me to
help him create a wind animation for his Zax promotion and I was able to create a realistic wind animation in about 10 minutes. Zaxwerks 3D Flag is easy to use, the workflow is simple and the result is stunning.”
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Features: 100% 3D Flag Pole Customize the flag pole from a single image such as wood, stone, aluminum, marble, textured plastic, and more Add 2 or more flag images to the same pole Apply a 3D swing or slide to the flag Take the flag in and out of a pole Convert 2D or 3D objects
into fully 3D objects Create and apply custom caps to the top and bottom of the flag pole Apply cut, reverse, scale, opacity, and blur to the object to make it look realistic Create different direction of the wind on the flag pole and the cap Insert full control panel to make adjustments

to the properties of the pole Rotate and move the flag pole in and out Use the 3D radar effect to highlight the flag pole and the cap The following projects in this demo video all feature a 3D flag pole that is a full 3D object. It doesn’t matter if you’re creating a project that you’re
going to use with your audience or if you’re working to make it perfect for the specs of a specific project. The 3D flag pole is a fully customizable object that can be used to create more and more realistic 3D effects. Use it to create 3D slide shows that seamlessly transition from one
part of a movie to another. You can also animate the flag pole directly or use it to create a textured fly effect. To do this you’ll use the pattern brush to add texture to the flag. Make the flag pole and end caps into realistic looking objects to create stunning 3D slideshows and other

items. You’ll create a 3D flag and then apply the 3D effect to the flag pole and end caps separately. You can then animate the 2D object as a 3D object or use the effect on multiple items to create 3D animations. 5ec8ef588b
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